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Editorial
Insights into a complex and turbulent political climate
It is undeniable that the 2010s were a particularly turbulent decade for Europe, with
the rise of populist politics across almost every EU Member State, growing grassroots
protest over a number of polarising issues and of course, the United Kingdom’s decision
to leave the EU. Now, with COVID-19, the 2020s promise to be equally uncertain. This
CORDIS Results Pack features some innovative EU-funded social sciences projects that
are helping us to better understand the major political issues of the day and provide
solid recommendations on how policymakers, citizens and other organisations can better
respond to the challenges facing European democracy.
The list of current challenges to democracy in Europe is unfortunately a long one, with many of these stemming from
the after-effects of the late 2000s financial and economic crisis. Economic distress and austerity have dominated
the politics and political life of many EU Member States, leading to growing public anger over issues of inequality,
stagnant living standards and social injustice.
The high levels of migration to Europe from other regions from 2015 onward added additional ingredients to the
slow-cooking pot of economic grievances felt by many European citizens. Issues of fairness, cultural integration and
a feeling of dislocation from the national discourse intertwined with pre-existing economic anxieties, thus laying the
groundwork for the growth of both left- and right-wing populist movements.
And of course, rapid technological change, particularly the growth of social media, has also radically altered democratic
participation over the past few years. Citizens are now just as likely to receive their news from Facebook or Twitter (for
example) as from traditional print and broadcast media. This has opened the door to high levels of misrepresentation
and the spread of ‘fake news’ that undermines informed democratic participation and thus the very foundations of
liberal democracy.

COVID-19: The latest ingredient
Then COVID-19 struck, causing untold hardship across the EU as citizens have had to cope with lockdowns, the
deaths of loved ones and the worst recession since the 1930s. Whilst EU leaders did agree a comprehensive recovery
package in July 2020 as a response to the crisis, the political, social and economic after-effects of the pandemic
look to be just as long-lasting as those from the 2008-2009 financial crisis.
How Europe recovers from the pandemic and how EU, national and local leaders respond to the unprecedented
economic and social distress left in its wake will determine the course of European liberal democracy and European
values in the 21st century.

Innovative and evidence-based research: Lighting the way forward
This is where innovative research comes in – policymakers do not act in a vacuum and rely on evidence-based
research to make informed decisions. The EU’s Horizon 2020 programme (and its soon-to-be successor, Horizon
Europe) actively supports social sciences and humanities researchers who are passionate about understanding the
causes and finding solutions to all of the above challenges.
The researchers featured in this Pack have demonstrated their passion and drive by applying their research efforts
to many diverse issues. These include economic insecurity, cultural and social integration/dislocation, youth issues,
how to better understand (and thus respond to) shifts in European public opinion, combatting misinformation and
‘fake news’ and even how the EU defends and promotes its values in the international diplomatic arena.
There are no easy solutions to any of the challenges currently facing European democracy. But Europe can rise to
the task of defending and enriching its fundamental values and democratic systems and make them work better
for all citizens. One such initiative will be the Conference on the Future of Europe, a 2-year project announced by the
European Commission that aims to give European citizens a greater say on what the EU does and how it works for
them. It will be an opportunity for the EU to display how it can further evolve through constructive engagement with
its citizens and to make the democratic system of the EU more vibrant, interactive and relevant for them.
The road ahead in a post-pandemic world will not be easy – but the fantastic research highlighted here promises
to shine a light towards a better future for all European citizens.
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True cultural diversity:
leaving no stones unturned
Real cultural diversity is within reach in Europe, but there is still much work ahead
to completely move away from ethnonationalism. The CHIEF project identified a list
of measures to ensure that no form of cultural heritage is unaccounted for.

Europe prides itself on its cultural diversity. Yet, rising forms of
nationalism in many Member States call the effectiveness of
its approach into question. ‘Othering’ is far from gone; cultural
minorities thirst for recognition; and our vision of culture,
cultural literacy and heritage is still profoundly ethnonationalist.

© Rawpixel.com, Shutterstock

The EU-funded CHIEF (Cultural Heritage and Identities of Europe’s
Future) project has been shedding new light on this reality. By
working hand-in-hand with young people experiencing the feeling
of exclusion, it hopes to enable a more encompassing definition
of ‘cultural literacy’ – that is, our understanding of the traditions,
activities and history of our culture.

“There are different factors challenging cultural diversity
and inclusion,” says Anton Popov, coordinator of the
project and senior lecturer in Sociology at Aston University.
“First, migrants are often seen as external to national and
European cultural identities. They are treated as subjects
of integration policies. Then, different cultures might be
introduced through the medium of religion, or even a
colonialist perspective of history. We also have very different
meanings of diversity across countries, and a post-ethnic
foundation of national culture. The latter has the adverse
consequence of considering minorities and migrants as ‘in
need of education’.”
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Facing up to the challenges
of European values
To break this vicious circle, CHIEF has been focusing on young
Europeans as the ‘future in the making’. The project team studies
their cultural practices with an innovative approach to cultural
literacy: it looks both at educational settings and at a variety of
informal human interactions which have often been overlooked.
“We investigate how cultural knowledge, practices and identities
are enacted in schools, civil society settings, heritage sites,
informal peer groups, as well as in
intergenerational communication
in the family context. Finally, we
undertake systematic reviews of
Europe has become
cultural and educational policies and
obsessed with memory
national curricula,” Popov explains.

and history, to the point
where cosmopolitan
discourses about its
difficult past have now
become part of new
forms of mainstream
nationalisms.

The project, which covers not only EU
Member States but also post-Brexit
Britain, ‘could-be Europeans’ (Georgia
and Turkey) and post-colonial India,
is still ongoing. But it has already
resulted in interesting suggestions on
how to combat growing exclusionism.

also politically loaded and therefore has been very divisive,
particularly during the previous decade since the 2008-2009
financial crisis. As Popov puts it: “Europe has become obsessed
with memory and history, to the point where cosmopolitan
discourses about its difficult past have now become part of
new forms of mainstream nationalisms.”
Here, an important recommendation of the project team is to
engage young people. This first means getting them onboard with
the idea of Europe as a source of cultural identity championing
liberal values. But the project also recommends empowering the
most disadvantaged of them through more accessible forms
of education and encouraging the diversity of NGOs working
with young people. The project team even created a website to
encourage young people to express themselves through blog
posts or videos.
“We are still at the data analysis and writing-up stage on a
number of work packages. By October 2020, we will report on our
student and school surveys, after which we will focus on crossnational comparisons and two sets of policy recommendations
at national and international level,” concludes Popov. With all
this highly valuable input, there is little doubt that CHIEF will
contribute to a new vision of cultural literacy in Europe.

Creating true cultural literacy
CHIEF’s first and perhaps most radical recommendation is to
move away from our ethnonational understanding of culture and
diversity. This requires taking into account not only what we learn
in official educational settings, but also family as an important
source of cultural knowledge. “By doing so, we could create
a more diverse and inclusive curriculum accounting for mixed
culture and foregrounding the decolonisation of knowledge. The
idea is that we all do culture, and that national educational
policies should move away from deficiency models,” Popov adds.
Beyond rethinking national identities, the project acknowledges
the fact that European identity is also facing challenges of
its own. The EU’s values of openness and freedom tend
to clash with narratives opposing it to national and ethnic
identity widespread mostly amongst older citizens. The EU is
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Radicalisation and
inequality: two sides
of the same coin?
What does the breeding ground for radicalisation look like? How do young people
react to these influences? How do Islamism and extreme right movements influence
each other? The DARE project is investigating these and many other questions.

Radicalisation has been a major political issue in Europe over
the last two decades. In Europe, it is essentially divided into two
main forms. The first is Islamism and the second, which has
become more prevalent in the last 5 years or so, is pernicious
far right movements threatening the very foundations of our
multicultural and open societies.

© Alexandros Michailidis, Shutterstock

One could think we already have a pretty good idea of what the
breeding grounds for these two opposite forms of radicalisation

look like. But in fact, there is still much we don’t know or simply
misconceive. “We’re facing a lack of empirical research into
radicalisation environments, and a lack of knowledge of why,
within these environments, most young people do not radicalise,”
explains Hilary Pilkington, professor of Sociology at the University
of Manchester and coordinator of the DARE (Dialogue About
Radicalisation and Equality) project. “We wanted to close these
gaps as well as influence the debate on how radicalisation
processes interact to produce cumulative effects.”
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Promising results
and interesting trends
Whilst the project still has 1 year to go before it can unveil all
of its findings, it has already resulted in a set of enlightening
publications. On the question of the link between inequality
and radicalisation, the project conducted a systematic review
of existing empirical studies and data analysis.
“We demonstrate that the relationship between both
factors depends on the country, the ideological type of
radicalisation and the form of radicalisation (cognitive or
behavioural). The bottom line is, socio-economic inequality
does not consistently predict radicalisation,” Pilkington says.
“Subjective dimensions of sociopolitical inequality such as
perceived injustice or discrimination, on the other hand, may
play a more important role.”
The study of radicalisation milieus also sheds light on
interesting trends. Let’s take social media for instance. The
project team found only limited evidence of calls to extremist
action. These actually tend to fall under the radar of law
enforcement and social media channels’ content monitoring
and moderation efforts. “We also see other consistencies
across accounts. They are more likely to be against something
than for something. They depict a collective identity under
threat and treat the state, media and education system as
a single entity contributing or failing to address this threat.
They consider cultural history or religion as a basis for a
new societal order, mocking the ruling establishment etc.,”
Pilkington adds.

Challenging assumptions
From an ethnographic point of view, the project currently has
a total of roughly 350 interviews and 19 case studies under
way. Whilst the final reports are still being prepared, some
insights from specific case studies challenge our assumptions
about the ‘closed’ nature of the extremist mindset. In the United
Kingdom, for example, some respondents from the ‘Islamist’
and ‘extreme right’ milieus came together in a constructive and
positive process of mediated dialogue with one another. This
has provided rich food for thought for informing CVE (Countering
Violent Terrorism) interventions.
“Based on our research, we developed a De-radicalisation
Programme Integrity Evaluation Checklist (DPIEC) to help
policymakers evaluate the likely impact of their existing or
planned programmes. It can also be used to design programmes
from scratch,” Pilkington notes. The toolkit has been tested
extensively and will be officially launched in autumn 2020.
When completed, DARE should feed into the growing recognition
of radicalisation as a societal rather than purely securityrelated phenomenon. Pilkington notably hopes that young
people will eventually be able to play a meaningful role in
community-led initiatives to challenge hate and prejudice, from
wherever it originates.

P R OJ E C T

DARE – Dialogue About Radicalisation
and Equality
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y
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H2020-SOCIETY

We’re facing a lack of empirical
research into radicalisation
environments, and a lack of knowledge
of why, within these environments,
most young people do not radicalise.
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Big Data for big wins:
A focus on civil society
It’s not just businesses and governments that stand to gain from Big Data.
Beyond its fight to guarantee privacy and protect citizens from abusive
surveillance, the DATACTIVE project depicts a civil society increasingly

© PopTika, Shutterstock

well versed in the use of data for social change.

If you think about it, Big Data is just a new, much more refined
prism through which we can observe and decipher societal trends.
Literature presenting ‘data as the new oil’ surely did an excellent
job at highlighting Big Data’s potential for business intelligence
and governmental use. But it also failed to focus on its value
for civil society.

Civil society made no mistake about it though. For the past
10 years or so, data journalism and human rights investigations
using online data have been demonstrating the value of Big
Data for non-governmental and non-market actors. Yet, from
a research perspective, this connection between citizenship,
political participation and Big Data remained unexplored.
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“The DATACTIVE (Data activism: The politics of big data
according to civil society) proposal involved a much larger
study than the very local, case-dependent research we had
seen so far,” says Stefania Milan, associate professor of New
Media and Digital Culture at the University of Amsterdam.
“We combine in-depth interviews with 250 activists, human
rights defenders and digital rights advocates with field
observations in both real life and cyberspace, as well as data
mining techniques. The idea is to capture what people think
and say, what they do, and how algorithms mediate both.”
The project focuses on three specific gaps. The first is the lack
of understanding of civil society engagement with data. The
second is the fact that resistance to and advocacy for Big Data
had so far been treated as two isolated phenomena. “They
may look poorly related at first sight, but in fact, massive data
collection/processing and initiatives to orient data collection
and analysis towards the common good constitute two sides of
the same coin. What we offer is a holistic view of data activism
able to grasp relations between the ‘re-active’ (resisting
surveillance) and the ‘pro-active’ (using data for social change)
approaches, and between the social and the technological
dimensions,” Milan explains.
The third gap addressed by the European Research Councilsupported DATACTIVE project is the lack of engagement with the
collective and software dimension of activism involving the use
of data. Most existing research revolved around isolated case
studies, failed to take into account the evolution of technology
and software environments, and for the most part did not explore
the dimension of collective action.

The understanding of what Big Data technology
is and what it does keeps growing. Its use is
moving away from mere technological fixes and
becoming increasingly embedded in complex
configurations of political affairs.

There are other interesting trends emerging. One is closely related
to the news: the project team noticed the resurgence of efforts
to give voice – through data – to marginalised communities
and their demands. One example is the #BlackLivesMatter
movement. Another is the fact that even very different fields of
data activism seem increasingly aware of the benefit of crossfeeding their data-powered tactics (data analysis, encrypted
communication, etc.).
By making contact tracing apps, data collection and visualisation
a central part of government action, the COVID-19 pandemic
has made Milan’s research even more topical than it already
was. The project team has seized this opportunity to create a
blog exploring the consequences of the pandemic, with a focus
on how the virus is experienced by individuals and communities
on the margins.
“Eventually, we hope our project will encourage more people to
‘play with data’. We would like different data activist initiatives
to explore complementarities and to spread awareness of the
problems and opportunities of datafication. This might help
leverage good civil society practices for knowledge and public
policy agendas,” Milan concludes.

The growing field
of data activism
P R OJ E C T

The project team has exposed the role of data as a mediator in
digital activism. It can either be a ‘stake’ – an object of political
struggle – or can be mobilised as part of ‘repertoires’ or modular
tools for political struggle. In this sense, several interesting
trends have been identified. The team notably showcases how
encryption technologies are becoming increasingly mainstream
among social movements.

DATACTIVE – Data activism: The politics of big
data according to civil society
HOSTED BY

University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands
FUNDED UNDER

H2020-ERC
“Answers from our respondents show how the field of digital
rights and data activism is maturing,” says Milan. “The
understanding of what Big Data technology is and what it
does keeps growing. Its use is moving away from mere
technological fixes and becoming increasingly embedded in
complex configurations of political affairs.”
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Transparency vs
confidentiality: The
political challenge
impacted by social media
Policymakers answer to the public who elected them whilst at the same time handling
delicate closed-door negotiations amongst themselves. The DIPLOFACE project aims
to investigate how these two aspects of political life have been impacted by social media.

makers to keep in touch with their base and the media, a
trend further reinforced by the COVID-19 crisis. But perhaps
even more surprisingly, it has become a policy tool challenging
the old diplomatic ways.

© RoBird, Shutterstock

As the likes of Facebook and Twitter emerged in the 2000s,
few policymakers at the time could have foreseen the major
influence these would have on their future work. In 2020,
social media has become the prime channel for decision
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The DIPLOFACE (Diplomatic Face-Work – between confidential
negotiations and public display) project, funded by the European
Research Council (ERC), focused on this game-changing evolution
of diplomatic practices. How did social
media impact traditional politics? Do efforts
from policymakers to present themselves
The digital
proactively in tweets interfere with closedrevolution
door negotiations and their culture of restraint
questions the
and secrecy?

norms and
standards of
the diplomatic
profession.

It would be tempting to answer the first
question in the affirmative. In the United
States for instance, President Donald Trump
has become infamous for his tweets, often
catching his international partners off guard. But Rebecca
Adler-Nissen, DIPLOFACE principal investigator, depicts a much
more subtle reality.
“President Trump’s tweets are symptomatic of some aspects
of online political behaviour, but the online political world is
as multifaceted as its offline counterpart. Diplomatic protocol
and self-restraint are not suddenly replaced by aggressive
posts in caps lock: they continue to play their role also online,”
she explains.

Striking a balance
Rather, what social media politics does is challenge the
balance between effective international cooperation and public
legitimacy. The 24/7 live media coverage and the mass adoption
of emails, videos and updates, coupled with demands for more
transparency in world politics, means policymakers have to walk
on an increasingly thin line between both aspects of politics.
Surprisingly, this relationship is still poorly understood. Closing
this gap requires observation of the negotiation process ‘live’
inside the engine room of diplomacy while accounting for all
external actors.
“Our research investigates for the first time how leaders and
diplomats handle the sudden and unforeseen entanglement
between private diplomatic negotiations and the public. We do
this by combining various methods and gathering different kinds
of empirical data: field work, direct observations, interviews and
analysis of millions of social media updates,” Adler-Nissen notes.
Although the research is far from completed, DIPLOFACE’s early
results already cast doubt on things often taken for granted. The
first is the fact that the uptake of digital technology erodes the
distinctions between private and public, formal and informal,
and international and domestic. “In practice, as digital practices
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emerge, they become an integral part of everyday diplomatic
life,” says Adler-Nissen.
The second observation is that social media and video
meetings face great difficulties in delivering on the promises
of more accessibility and transparency. As COVID-19 has
demonstrated, just because politics takes place online does
not make it easier to control or engage in democratic oversight.
Finally, the team found that the local interpretations and use
patterns of social media platforms differ considerably. While
some practitioners embrace new communication tools to build
up their profiles as competent negotiators, others grow tired
of the constant communication, information overflow and
breaches of confidentiality. “More fundamentally, the digital
revolution questions the norms and standards of the diplomatic
profession. Thus, the use of social media is not only a struggle
to present national selves, but also to define the ideals of the
diplomatic profession,” Adler-Nissen notes.

Understanding diplomacy
in the digital age
The project team has gathered and analysed a considerable
amount of data and will soon be submitting various papers for
publication. Adler-Nissen’s ambition for the future is clear: She
hopes to contribute to a new understanding of diplomacy in the
digital age, not as an institution or profession, but rather as a
social process.
“I think I will never leave this project, even when it formally ends.
DIPLOFACE is the most intellectually stimulating and challenging
academic experience I have had so far and there are still many
aspects of diplomacy left to explore and explain,” she concludes.

P R OJ E C T

DIPLOFACE – Diplomatic Face-Work – between
confidential negotiations and public display
HOSTED BY

University of Copenhagen in Denmark
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Understanding political
choice in Europe,
post-war to pandemic
Political choice is crucial to democracy and lies at the heart of what distinguishes
democratic systems from non-democratic ones. The EUDEMOS project, funded by
the ERC, has been examining how the nature of political choice has developed and
changed in Europe in the post-war period up to the current day and shines light on
what the implications are today in terms of citizen engagement in Europe and their

© Zenzen, Shutterstock

particular electoral choices.

The last two decades have seen increasing fragmentation and
polarisation, dropping levels of citizen satisfaction in democracy
and the rise of parties that have challenged – in some countries
quite successfully – the established political order.
“Like disruptive entrepreneurs, these challenger parties offer new
policies and defy the dominance of established party brands,”
says Sara Hobolt, professor of government at the London School
of Economics (LSE). “EUDEMOS has shown that party systems

in Europe are changing and this has important implications
concerning the nature of choice offered to citizens within the
democratic system.”

The paradox of political choice
Europeans have more choice than ever when it comes to
the menu of party options offered by their national political
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system due to the decline of mainstream parties. One example
of this is Germany, which in the last 15 years has evolved
from being dominated by four ‘traditional’ parties to six, with
the inclusion of the radical left Die Linke and the radical right
Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), the latter currently being
the third largest party in the German Bundestag.
“On top of this, there has also been a rise in the number and
variety of issues on the public agenda, such as immigration and
the environment,” continues Hobolt. “These are a central feature
of the public debate in most European countries and citizens
also have many more opportunities to express their political
voice, for example in referendums. Challenger parties have in
particular been very innovative in mobilising these issues to
obtain electoral success.”
Hobolt also points out that political choice has become more
constrained as nations have become increasingly interdependent.
“Integration has given citizens more democratic opportunities, such
as European Parliament elections. Yet, it also implies that national
governments in Europe operate under the growing constraints of
European integration that limit the choices they can offer citizens
and the policy instruments they can use,” she adds.

Political choice and the pandemic
EUDEMOS (Constrained Democracy: Citizens’ Responses to Limited
Political Choice in the European Union) has documented that
European voters increasingly resemble critical consumers rather
than party loyalists. “Understanding political change means looking
at how parties act like firms, and the political sphere has become
more market-like,” continues Hobolt. “And this can also provide
some interesting insights about political choice and the current
COVID-19 crisis.”

Integration has given citizens more democratic
opportunities, such as European Parliament elections.
Yet, it also implies that national governments in
Europe operate under the growing constraints of
European integration that limit the choices they can
offer citizens and the policy instruments they can use.
parties have become part and parcel of the political system.
It seems highly unlikely that the demand for these parties will
simply dry up, especially as the pandemic has triggered a deep
global recession that populist challengers could eventually
exploit to their gain. Our work in EUDEMOS shows us that we
definitely shouldn’t count them out yet!”

Reflections and moving forward
Overall, it’s clear that EUDEMOS has been an absolute joy to work
on for Hobolt. “It has been an immense privilege to work on such
an important research project with such excellent young scholars,
especially alongside such monumental real-time events, such
as Brexit, the election of Donald Trump and now of course the
COVID-19 crisis,” she adds.
EUDEMOS officially ends in January 2021 but there are still many
upcoming projects for Hobolt and her team. She concludes: “We are
currently fielding large-scale survey experiments that examine how
voters choose when faced with democratic backsliding and illiberal
politicians. How to ensure democratic resilience is an important
issue, even in developed democracies, which also relates to the
question of political choice. I plan to continue working on these
issues even after EUDEMOS officially ends.”

P R OJ E C T

When the pandemic first swept through Europe in March 2020,
dominant mainstream parties were gifted an opportunity to
showcase their competence and long experience in governance
and this boosted their popularity, at least in the short term.

EUDEMOS – Constrained Democracy: Citizens’
Responses to Limited Political Choice in the
European Union

“Early evidence shows that European citizens rallied around their
political leaders and institutions, at the expense of the populist
challenger parties,” Hobolt explains. “During the pandemic, challenger
parties have failed to excite electorates with their usual policy staples,
such as immigration, because citizens are now prioritising a competent
response to the health crisis and are much more concerned about, for
example, the number of available hospital beds.”

London School of Economics and Political Science in
the United Kingdom

HOSTED BY

FUNDED UNDER

H2020-ERC
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

cordis.europa.eu/project/id/647835
So, will the pandemic be the death knell of the populist political
phenomena that we’ve experienced over the last decade? “Don’t
be so sure,” Hobolt says. “In many European countries populist
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A recipe for wider public
acceptance of the EU
The EUROPINIONS project has been analysing variations in public opinion about
the EU and their consequences since 2015. Its findings could help EU institutions
to better communicate about the benefits of EU membership.

As Claes de Vreese, principal investigator of the ERC-funded
EUROPINIONS (Causes and consequences of change in public
opinion about Europe) project, notes: “The future of the EU relies
on political and public legitimacy.”

© Marian Weyo, Shutterstock

The EU and its citizens are in a fluctuating relationship. Sure, 68 %
of EU citizens consider that their country has benefitted from EU
membership according to a survey from November 2018. But
this generally positive perception cannot be taken for granted.
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The real question is then, how do these opinions form and vary,
and to what effect? EUROPINIONS aimed to answer it while
focusing on the role of a historic opinion shaper that has been
completely shaken up over the past two decades: the media.
“We are facing several gaps of knowledge which we found
essential to overcome,” de Vreese explains. “The first is the
mapping and understanding of the multidimensionality of EU
attitudes. We know it’s not simply black or white, so we needed
to have a more in-depth understanding. Then come the changing
media environments. We all have access to different information
feeds, yet we all depend on mediated information to get to
know the EU, so how does that
work out? Finally, we look at the
future of EU opinion through
the prism of what people would
important to point out
want the EU to look like.”

It’s
that COVID-19 essentially
makes people realise how
beneficial it is to be part of
an international community
with open borders.

To proceed with his investigation,
de Vreese and his team used
a combination of different
methods. They took media
content analyses and linked
this content data to comparative
survey data. They also used quick Flash surveys to examine
public opinion related to ongoing events, along with experimental
research designs to highlight dynamics at the level of individual
people rather than wider societal groups (micro-level dynamics).

Learning from the past and
capitalising on the present
“Our research is not completed yet, but we already have some
important findings. For instance, we could demonstrate how
malpractice reporting [any EU actions that can be viewed or
interpreted negatively] affects EU attitudes. We could confirm
the impact of the media on these opinions, and we also looked
into the consequences of a crisis. It turns out that while a
crisis related to immigration or the economy can damage
public opinion about the EU, the effects are not always
straightforward. Most will view the EU under a negative light,
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but some may also see it as an effective player in the quest
to solve these crises,” de Vreese adds.
In the case of the COVID-19 crisis, de Vreese says it mostly goes
to show how national and EU politics are closely intertwined.
Citizens rarely attribute competences solely to the EU level, and
therefore EU opinions largely depend on their opinions of national
politics. Micro-level evidence also demonstrates that negative
opinions about national politics can reduce trust in the EU, but
not the other way around. “Besides, it’s important to point out
that COVID-19 essentially makes people realise how beneficial
it is to be part of an international community with open borders,”
de Vreese explains.
Whilst project results confirm the fact that most citizens do not
want to leave the EU, EUROPINIONS also provides evidence that
they often want to see it reformed and/or improved.
All in all, de Vreese believes that the EU should avoid trying to
influence opinions and rather focus on informing and engaging
citizens. Emphasising its competences to solve crises – for
instance with cross-border exchanges of medical goods – and
getting people to engage in conversations are good practices
that could lead to wider public support and acceptance.
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Understanding the
political empowerment
of young people
Strategies for democratic change in Europe should include the political empowerment
of the young to avoid their disenfranchisement, whilst tapping their creativity.
By studying how and why young Europeans participate in politics, EURYKA offers

© Diana Vucane, Shutterstock

some policy suggestions.

Young people often face barriers to political engagement, against
a backdrop of few policies designed to enable and encourage
their involvement. This is compounded by the fact that young
people are also often framed negatively or as passive by
those with power. They are rarely conceived of as capable of
autonomous action.
This situation could deter them from political engagement, at
least from institutional politics. But a survey conducted by the
EU-supported EURYKA (Reinventing Democracy in Europe: Youth

Doing Politics in Times of Increasing Inequalities) project, set up
to explore the political engagement of European youth, found
that it actually motivates some to ensure their voice is heard.
“As many are sceptical of traditional politics, we found that
participation was not always undertaken through institutional
channels, such as voting, but through alternatives, such as
participation in protests. Lifestyle politics such as ethical
consumption are also a way of being heard,” says project
coordinator Marco Giugni.
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As many are sceptical of traditional politics,
we found that participation was not always
undertaken through institutional channels,
such as voting, but through alternatives.
EURYKA generated a series of evidence-based reports, including
policy briefs, focused on issues such as Youth and Political
Change and Youth Online Political Participation. The project also
organised a number of roundtables with stakeholders to decide
on priority actions.

Cross-country multi-method
analysis
“The starting assumption for the EURYKA project was that political
engagement, defined as including attitudes, interest, trust, activities
and behaviours, can be studied at three distinct levels of analysis,”
explains Giugni, who is based at the University of Geneva.
Firstly, at the micro level of people’s individual characteristics,
background and relations; secondly, at the meso level, concerning
the presence and activities of different youth organisations; and
thirdly, at the macro level of the broader cultural, social and
institutional context.

that respondents with parents born in another country were
politically socialised through discussions about their parents’
home country, with most sharing their families’ political stance.

Public policies and practices
towards youth
Over 4 500 political claims made in the public domain on youthrelated issues were analysed. A quantitative analysis of around
4 500 youth-related and youth-led organisational websites was
conducted, as was a qualitative analysis of 265 semi-structured
interviews in nine cities.
A panel survey was also carried out on representative samples of
the general population, involving around 9 000 people, alongside
survey experiments with about 16 800 respondents. Biographical
interviews with 252 young people were completed along with
social media analysis of around 850 000 tweets.
The project’s findings led to a number of policy recommendations,
especially those that targeted young people with fewer
opportunities. These include the need for a youth engagement
strategy, the creation of a Youth Ombudsman in the European
institutions and/or in each European country and consideration
of the idea of lowering the voting age to 16.

The project wanted to evidence the ways in which inequalities
are lived by young people and the conditions and causes
underpinning their way of engaging with politics.
“A key finding was that socialisation processes are central to
understanding the degree of young people’s participation in
politics, and that for those who do participate, it usually has
a deeply personal impact,” adds Giugni. The study found for
example that whilst young people may typically have their
first opportunities to talk about politics at home, school offers
opportunities for collective action, such as participating in
demonstrations. Here, the role of inspirational teachers was
found to be especially important.
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Youth Doing Politics in Times of Increasing
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For comparative analysis, the project included a range of European
countries with different degrees of social inequalities and with
different political regimes, namely France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
This yielded interesting similarities and differences. For
example, it was especially marked in Geneva and Stockholm
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Analysing the EU’s
role in the pursuit
of global justice
Justice is at the heart of international cooperation over issues like climate change
and migration, but do we know what it is? The GLOBUS project examines the notion
and reality of global justice in the EU’s foreign policy, as well as how justice is contested
by both theorists and policymakers.
When it comes to explaining the central concerns of global
justice, there are broadly three approaches.

© corgarashu, Shutterstock

Firstly, justice is about universal rights enshrined in international
law. A second view contends that justice is more about the
rights of states and so international law should not monitor

how states treat their citizens. A third perspective suggests that
justice is about respecting international law and institutions,
while simultaneously recognising different histories and
experiences. These diverse views present a challenge to the
EU, which aspires to follow the first definition whilst seeking
to avoid the alienation of its Member States.
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The EU-supported GLOBUS (Reconsidering European Contributions to Global Justice) project set out to critically analyse
the EU’s global role, how it relates to notions of justice and
how others view its approach, in particular countries such as
Brazil, India and South Africa, all democracies and all part of
the so-called BRICS group (the other two members being China
and Russia).
The researchers found a shift in EU policy away from prioritising
binding international agreements and individual rights (‘justice as
impartiality’). While the direction of travel is not yet clear, there
seem to be trends towards both a stronger emphasis on state
sovereignty (‘justice as non-domination’) and a strengthened
concern for local ownership (‘justice as mutual recognition’).
“While a notion of justice as impartiality seems to have
underpinned the EU’s external policies, we suggest that the
EU pays attention to the concerns highlighted in the notion
of justice as mutual recognition, which emphasises different
histories and experiences, with localised responses,” remarks
Helene Sjursen, from the ARENA Centre for European Studies
at the University of Oslo and project coordinator.

Europe’s contribution to a
value-based global order
GLOBUS drew on a broad range of methods including process
tracing, comparative case studies and discourse analysis, with
direct evidence found through documentary analysis, semistructured interviews and participant observation. In addition,
the team conducted normative analysis, to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of different approaches to global justice.
Amongst other findings, the analysis showed that the
conception of justice as impartiality, in principle, presents
the most robust defence of individual autonomy. Yet, due to
weaknesses in global institutions and laws, a foreign policy
resting on this notion alone risks perpetuating dominance
rather than enhancing justice. This was found to be a particular
concern in the EU’s relations with emerging powers, such as
the BRICS countries.
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Towards a new multilateralism
As well as presenting recommendations in a series of policy
dialogues with various luminaries, the researchers published a
series of policy briefs, covering pressing issues such as migration,
climate change, security and conflict
resolution, trade and development.
GLOBUS also produced a policy
brief and recommendations on the
EU and the crisis of multilateralism.
Here, GLOBUS suggests the EU play
more to its strengths, as an economic
and political power, by pushing for a
revised multilateralism while pursuing
policies that are context-sensitive and
inclusive, and that acknowledge that
one size does not fit all.

To ensure a stable
global order it is
important that people
have a sense that the
process of decisionmaking has been just.
One way of doing this
is to enable open
dialogues that allow
those affected
to be heard.

“To ensure a stable global order it is
important that people have a sense
that the process of decision-making
has been just. One way of doing this is to enable open dialogues
that allow those affected to be heard,” concludes Sjursen.
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How to actively involve
citizens in contemporary
policymaking
In an era of multiple levels of governance, regulatory agencies and professional lobbying,
listening to a diverse array of interests is key to strengthening the legitimacy of
policymaking, as the EU-funded iBias project has been finding out.

been taking place. At the same time, certain powers have also
been devolved from the national to the local level.

© Ink Drop, Shutterstock

Over the past few decades, a shift in competences from national
governments towards international institutions like the EU has
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“This has not happened to the same
The team also observed that while
So-called weaker advocacy
extent everywhere,” notes Jan Beyers,
business groups spend a lot of money
groups can still be successful
professor of political science at the
on lobbying, the picture is more nuanced
in pursuing their interests.
University of Antwerp in Belgium
when it comes to actual influence.
and principal investigator of the
“We cannot conclude that business is
iBias (Understanding contemporary interest group politics: always influential,” notes Beyers. “It seems that there is often
mobilization and strategies in multi-layered systems) project an overinvestment in advocacy, perhaps as a reaction to the
which was funded via a grant from the ERC. “Nonetheless, this fact that business might be in a losing battle. Again, this is good
shift can be seen even in traditionally centralised countries news – it means that so-called weaker advocacy groups can still
like France.”
be successful in pursuing their interests.”
The question of contemporary governance has been further
complicated by the rise of independent regulatory agencies and
expert bodies. These organisations can exert decision-making
powers over everything from product safety to banking.
Taken together, these shifts away from traditional electorally
accountable governments have consequences for how the views
of citizens and societal interests are represented and fed into
the policymaking process. The iBias project was launched to
address this issue, and to more generally assess the impact of
new patterns of governance on political accountability, power
and influence.

Strengthening citizenship
representation
One of the first objectives of the project was to conduct a
survey among interest groups across nine European countries.
The responses from more than 5 000 civil society organisations
have been made available to the scientific community, and
provide general insights into current state-society relations. iBias
also looked at transnational advocacy, and how interest groups
mobilise on issues such as trade and climate.

Governing with consent
Governing, says Beyers, has never been more challenging.
In the era of COVID-19, decisions have been taken that will
inevitably disadvantage some groups in society, whether they
are restaurant owners, airline operators or another economic
sector. Governments need to build legitimacy for their actions,
which goes beyond the democratic electoral process.
“The measures taken to tackle the coronavirus were formulated
after most elections took place,” adds Beyers. “But what we
found was that through consultations with a diverse array of
stakeholders, and then carefully communicating the decisions,
governments can increase policy legitimacy. This is especially
true among sections of the public that have not necessarily been
convinced of the need for government intervention.”
The iBias project has helped to connect the research on
representation and public opinion with governance and
policymaking. “We tried to achieve a better understanding of
the link between the input and throughput aspects of politics,”
he says. “This will be crucial to governance in the future.”

P R OJ E C T

Another sub-project touched on public opinion and responsiveness
in Belgium. The survey focused on over 100 specific policy issues,
such as higher taxes on fuel and employment benefits. “A highly
unique feature of this project is that we have public opinion data
for each issue,” says Beyers. “This enables us to analyse how
campaigning on specific issues interacts with public opinion
during policymaking processes. For example, does interest group
lobbying amplify public opinion or not?”

iBias – Understanding contemporary interest
group politics: mobilization and strategies in
multi-layered systems
HOSTED BY

University of Antwerp in Belgium
FUNDED UNDER

FP7-IDEAS-ERC
The data collected enabled the team to draw some interesting
conclusions. “What we found was that NGOs that actively
involve their members internally gain more attention from
government,” adds Beyers. “This is a positive conclusion – if
interest organisations care about representation themselves,
they might contribute more towards citizenship representation.”
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Targeted language
critical to ensuring
policy acceptance
Allocating EU funding to regions is not sufficient to obtain consent; the benefits
must be communicated effectively on the ground. To achieve this, language must
be sharpened and investment in education prioritised.
Despite its significant ambition and budget, the EU’s Cohesion
Policy remains something of an enigma to most people.

Communicating Cohesion Policy is challenging in part because it is
so complex. It supports hundreds of thousands of projects all over
Europe through three major EU funds and involves interaction at
three levels of government – the EU, central government and local
government. It is at the local level where cohesion funds are spent.

© esfera, Shutterstock

“This is probably one of the largest policies of redistribution in
the world,” says PERCEIVE (Perception and Evaluation of Regional
and Cohesion policies by Europeans and Identification with the
Values of Europe) project coordinator Edoardo Mollona, professor
of corporate strategy at the University of Bologna in Italy. “It is
the means by which the EU addresses differences in economic

development across regions and tries to reduce inequality. It
takes up about a third of the overall EU budget and is a striking
example of EU ambition. Yet very few people know about it.”
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“At the beginning of this project we conducted a survey to
analyse citizen perception and awareness of Cohesion Policy,”
adds Mollona. “We found that in many poorer regions, where
funds are often directed, awareness of and support for Cohesion
Policy were low.”
This ties into the fact that awareness of the EU in general is lower
among older, less-educated and rural citizens. “On the other
hand, in countries with mildly Eurosceptic national governments,
support for Cohesion Policy in some regions was high.”
These findings underline the point that political interests at
each level of government can clash, such as a populist-leaning
national government for example that could have to work with
a left-wing pro-EU regional administration. This again makes
communicating the purpose and benefits of Cohesion Policy
extremely challenging.

Understanding citizen awareness
Building on this initial survey, PERCEIVE sought to explain regional
variations in Cohesion Policy experiences, and to analyse citizen
awareness and appreciation of EU efforts. It also sought to
assess citizen identification with the EU and put forward concrete
recommendations.
The relationship between investments and results, and the
perception of these results, was examined. The specific language
used to communicate policy successes was assessed. For example,
once an EU-funded project has been completed, how are the
benefits – and the role the EU plays – brought to the attention
of citizens?
What became clear was that citizen perceptions were often
filtered through existing political and cultural structures. Any
EU-driven message was not getting through. “In some regions,
the idea of raising awareness of the EU’s role is explicitly
stated, whereas in other contexts, there is no explicit objective,”
explains Mollona.
A modelling tool to help local policymakers was built. This takes
into account variables such as policy processes, resources and
different levels of governance, when implementing projects. “We
ran some workshops using the computer model as a learning
environment with local administrators and are looking into the
possibility of building models for specific regions,” he adds.
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towards Cohesion Policy. The presentation of simple success
stories, for example, can humanise figures, and shorten the
distance between institutions and citizens.

We think it is important to visualise the EU’s
presence in local contexts and in small projects.
“In terms of recommendations, we think it is important to visualise
the EU’s presence in local contexts and in small projects,” says
Mollona. This could involve physically crediting the EU in small,
local projects, or identifying them in communication materials.
Furthermore, all communication at the local level should be
preceded by an examination of the language that is used at this
level. “Words used in one region can mean something different
in another,” comments Mollona. “You need to understand the
local discourse.”
The project also found that regular funding campaigns were more
effective than one-off large investments, in terms of maintaining
citizen support. And because the impact of communication wears
off over time, investing in education systems is critical.
“This means advancing metre by metre and never losing ground,”
notes Mollona. “You have to then communicate what you are
doing, and explain why it works, at the local level.”
Overall, the project’s findings should help to support local
managing authorities in reframing the benefits of European
solidarity, as well as European citizenship.
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How growing state control
impacts civil society
Many countries have seen civil society being increasingly constrained by government
over the past decade. But COVID-19 has taught us something new: in a matter of days,
civil liberties can be sacrificed in favour of people’s health. The STATORG project has

© ADragan, Shutterstock

been analysing such trends and their impact on civil society organisations.

Nicole Bolleyer is a professor of Comparative Politics at the
University of Exeter and from January 2021 will hold the
chair of Comparative Political Science at Ludwig-Maximilians
University in Munich. For the past 6 years, she has been taking
an unprecedented look into the origins of legislation constraining
civil society.

Her book ‘The State and Civil Society’, released in 2018,
considered this issue across a wide range of long-lived
democracies for the first time. Now, she’s writing another book
assessing the varying capacity of civil organisations to cultivate
member participation and engage in interest representation.
To summarise, Bolleyer’s expertise and research can help civil
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society cope with its changing role as well as inform future
legal choices.
“With democracy in crisis all over Europe and many people
disengaging from politics, the capacity of civil society
organisations to link citizens to state institutions has never been
so important. So is the question of how the state itself – by
making certain legal choices – intentionally or unintentionally
affects this ability,” she explains.
From a pan-European point of view, there have been trends
towards growing state regulation of civil society for a while. But
it seems to have accelerated over the past few years. Measures
to tackle the threat of terrorism have
contributed to the so-called ‘shrinking
space problem for civil society’ where
civil society has less and less space to
effectively express itself and impact
Depending on
decision-making, a phenomenon
countries’ legal and
welfare-state traditions, recently highlighted by the EU, the
Council of Europe and various NGOs.
as well as their
COVID-19 has also contributed to this
democratic history, they worrisome trend.

generally tend towards
adopting more or less
constraining regulation.

“I am currently looking at government
responses to COVID-19 to understand
differences between countries and
find out under which conditions these
measures are likely to constrain
civil society and how,” says Bolleyer. “Whilst temporary
rights-restricting measures were considered necessary in
many democracies to control the spread of the disease, we
can see important differences. Sometimes these measures
considerably weakened democratic ‘checks and balances’ such
as parliamentary scrutiny or the courts, sometimes not.”

The project’s findings can be split in two.
“First, we found that depending on countries’ legal and welfarestate traditions, as well as their democratic history, they generally
tend towards adopting more or less constraining regulation. This
implies that different democracies are more or less resilient
against the erosion of civil society space when encountering
exceptional circumstances that invite more restrictive legislation
such as terrorism or the current pandemic,” Bolleyer adds.
“Then, we found very different consequences of different forms
of state-society relations. For instance, in organisations strongly
reliant on paid staff, a condition often enabled and reinforced by
state funds, members tend to have less influence over internal
decisions. In other words, they are less internally democratic.”
In her new book, Bolleyer will further explore this last finding
by looking at a range of dimensions of civil society’s potential
democratic contribution. “In essence, the study shows the complex
consequences of central organisational properties such as level of
professionalisation or dependence on state funding. It particularly
considers members’ participation in an organisation and whether
political interest representation is likely to be responsive to societal
needs and concerns.”
The project has already started influencing legal choices, too.
Bolleyer has notably helped in reviewing legislative drafts of
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
member countries as well as revising its Guidelines on Political
Party Regulation. The latter contain good practices in regulation
to support the drafting of political party-related legislation.
With the STATORG project now completed, Bolleyer is focusing
on the recent wave of government restrictions in response to
COVID-19.

Comparing long-lived
democracies
The comparison between different democracies (19 in total) was
at the heart of Bolleyer’s project STATORG (State Encroachment
on Civil Society? A Comparative Study of Parties, Interest
Groups and Welfare-Providing Organizations in Contemporary
Democracies), funded by the ERC. The project particularly focused
on the claim that civil society’s increased dependency on state
finance and regulation has negative repercussions on its internal
functioning and activities. It examined legislation and assessed
its consequences on parties, interest groups and public benefit
organisations. All in all, the project generated data on over
3 200 civil society organisations.
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Digital platforms hold
the key to collaborative
policymaking
How effective are digital platforms in engaging citizens in the democratic
process? EU-funded researchers are investigating, with the aim of delivering
recommendations on harnessing the participatory power of ICT.
Technological advancements have resulted in the emergence
of new innovative forms of democratic participation. These
include digital platforms, through which citizens can be
directly consulted on policymaking, and raise issues that might
otherwise be ignored.

This is still an emerging form of governance though, and uncertainty
remains over how digital platforms can best be organised
and administered. One of the challenges – for academics and
policymakers alike – is that little research has been carried out on
this topic, especially from a social science perspective.

© one photo, Shutterstock

“Higher levels of participation can increase trust in government,
accountability and the legitimacy of government decisions,” notes
TROPICO (Transforming into Open, Innovative and Collaborative

Governments) project coordinator Lise Hellebø Rykkja, professor
of administration and organisation theory at the University of
Bergen in Norway.
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“Most work on this to date has been done by researchers with
an ICT or communication background, and without taking the
institutional or politico-administrative context into account,”
explains Rykkja. “Our expertise is in studying public sector
administration, management and the interaction between
governments and other actors in the public sphere.”

To fully benefit from e-participation initiatives therefore,
administrations need to systematically target higher levels of
participation, and work to ensure that citizen recommendations
are incorporated into decisions. Governments also need to
build organisational capacity to adequately answer questions,
facilitate online discussions and provide professional feedback.

Platforms for change

Future of citizen participation

The TROPICO project has sought to fill this knowledge gap by With nearly a year left to go at the time of writing, the
investigating how public administrations in different European TROPICO project will build on these critical insights and
countries can be transformed into open,
deliver recommendations on the drivers
innovative and collaborative governments
and barriers, as well as the possibilities
through the use of ICT. “The ICT component
and pitfalls of collaboration through digital
was a new element for many of us,” says
platforms. “This project will hopefully make
Higher levels of
Rykkja.
governments and institutions more aware
participation can increase that encouraging citizen participation via
The project team began by examining
digital tools is crucial for democracy and
trust in government,
collaborations inside government to improve
democratic participation,” comments Rykkja.
accountability and
policy design, as well collaborations between
“It is also critical for public service delivery,
the legitimacy
the government and private sector partners
policy design and bureaucratic efficiency.
of government decisions. Embracing ICT contributes to better working
and how governments interact and involve
citizens in their policymaking.
practices inside governments, and enhances
interactions between governments, citizens and stakeholders
“In this project we combined conceptual analyses, literature outside the public sector.”
reviews, examinations of legislative codes and strategy
documents,” notes Rykkja. “We also conducted in-depth case
studies and interviews in 10 European countries and carried
out expert surveys to investigate how innovative policies are
designed.”
PROJECT
TROPICO – Transforming into Open, Innovative
With the project due to end in 2021, this work has led Rykkja
and Collaborative Governments
and her colleagues to some preliminary conclusions. For example,
while digital platforms clearly benefit from institutional and
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y
financial support, adequate public sector funding remains a
University of Bergen in Norway
barrier. Administrations also need to clearly explain the purpose
of any platform to citizens.
FUNDED UNDER
H2020-SOCIETY
“Collaboration with citizens does not always lead to better
participation or more involvement,” adds Rykkja. “Many
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T
e-participation platforms lack systems for providing systematic
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/726840
feedback to users, which means that citizens often do not know
how their input is being dealt with. There should be incentives for
P R OJ E C T W E B S I T E
ensuring that citizen feedback resonates within governments.”
tropico-project.eu
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DIGITAL GOVERNMENT, SECOND EDITION
Our Results Pack on Digital Government has been
comprehensively updated and now highlights 15 EU-funded
projects that are bringing eGovernment closer to the citizens
of Europe. Delivering innovative eGovernment solutions
and applying principles such as ‘digital-by-default’, ‘usercentricity’ – in particular ‘citizen engagement’ –
and ‘once-only’ are just some of the ambitious
goals these projects set out to achieve.

Check out the Pack here:
cordis.europa.eu/article/id/405547

Follow us on social media too!
facebook.com/EUresearchResults
twitter.com/CORDIS_EU
youtube.com/CORDISdotEU
instagram.com/cordis_eu
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